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Task Force Addresses Child Care Needs

W

hen a recent
comprehensive
survey of local
child care agencies found
them unwilling to extend
their hours to Saturdays, a
Baby Sitters Task Force was
created in Medicare B
Written Communications.
The Task Force found the
local agencies reluctant to
extend their hours even
when guaranteed a certain
number of Saturdays and a
certain number of children,
so its members then devel
oped a list of people willing
to take care of children
for employees who had to
work overtime.
Said Winnette Sandlin,
supervisor in Medicare B
Communications, "Not
everybody has a relative or
friend who can keep
children on Saturdays. So
we've tried to be flexible in

our overtime demands.
We're emphasizing produc
tion and trying to be creative
in the way we allow our
people to work their over
time. Unfortunately, we are
limited in the hours in which
our system is available to us."
Because of their concern
for present and future child
care needs of the area,
Sandlin and Correspondence
Analyst Cherie Angel
attended a Corporate Child
Care Options seminar last
September. Both women
indicated that the new ideas
and people present at the
seminar gave them added
insight into the corporate
child care problem.
"Corporate child care
involves a lot more than you
would guess from watching a
movie like 9 to 5," said
Angel. "For example, we
learned at the seminar that a

building has to be specially
zoned by the state for child
care, the facilities have
to be on or near a ground
floor and there has to be
an outside play area, to
name just a few of the
requirements. That gets
pretty complicated."
In addition to Sandlin and
Angel, Mitchell Akins, Patty
Buffington, Cindy Cawthon,
Theresa Hartman, Toni
Howard, Darlene Johnson
and Lauri Leroy served as
members of the Task Force.
Thanks to their efforts, about
a half-dozen individuals are
available to babysit for Med B
Communications employees
who work on Saturday.
According to Sandlin, close
to 200 people could possibly
benefit from the Task
Force's work.

Elllployees to Get Help with Tax Forms

I

n 1987 all employees
will be required to fill
out a new employee
wage withholding form (W4). The new form, described
by the Internal Revenue
Service as "more complex"
than the previous one, was
developed in order to
mitigate substantial tax
overpayment and underpay
ment situations.
For employees who fail to
file a new W-4 form before
October 1, 1987, employers
must withhold income taxes
as if the employee claimed
only one withholding allow
ance for single employees or
two withholding allowances
2

for married employees.
According to IRS Commis
sioner Lawrence Gibbs,
'Waiting too late in the tax
year to make a withholding
adjustment may bring peo
ple up short, and that can
be painful."
The Florida Plan is sched
uling "Form W-4 Work
shops" to assist employees in
filling out the new tax
withholding form. Tax
experts have indicated that
workers who do not itemize
deductions should basically
have no problem with the
new W-4 form, while
married couples who both
work and who itemize

deductions will have the
most complicated process to
go through.
Dennis Smith, manager of
Cash Disbursements, said
that although it is the em
ployee's responsibility to
complete the new W-4 form,
the company is devoting con
siderable effort to assisting
employees in completing the
forms correctly and on time.
"We encourage all employ
ees to file their W-4 forms
early in the year," he said.
"That way, they can avoid
potential tax problems due
to improper withholding."

stopped the implementation of certain
programs from a marketing perspective, but it
has placed a burden on the departments
which have to administer such programs.
Attempting to administer them through
manual procedures risks errors and
dissatisfied customers. In the first quarter of
1987, the claims evaluation team will make
recommendations to the organization. They
will provide the corporation with a pictorial
view of the current claims environment,
identify strategies that are the driving forces
requiring change, and provide a
recommendation showing how a new system
can accommodate this change.
"Once we finalize our direction and a
corresponding model is presented that meets
the corporation's long-term business and
strategic needs," Saxon says, "a new system
will materialize in a timeframe that will
posture our company to meet the challenges
of change and competition."
Finance System Project:

Anticipating the Company's
Financial Information Needs

J

ohn Slattery, director of the Finance
System Project, sums up the project: "A
lot of what goes on in Financial Opera
tions may not appear to affect individuals
in the corporation on a day-to-day basis, but
our project will affect the entire company
through more informed decision-making. This
is really a corporate improvement project."
According to Slattery, for several years it
has been apparent to key users of financial
information that the corporation needs to
examine the possibility of replacing its major
financial transaction systems.
"The problem we face in attempting to
develop a new system," says Slattery, "is that
the company is changing as a business and
becoming more diversified. We are forming
either market segments or subsidiary
companies - some of which have their own
financial information and develop their own
financial processes."
Slattery says that the company hasn't been
able to keep up with the times using its
current software, which not only is between
10- and 15-years-old, but also is very costly to
maintain. Also contributing to the finance
systems' burden is the fact that as the
business continues to change, it is necessary
to continue to adapt systems to meet
changing business needs.
Early in 1986, the Finance System Project
became a corporate project under the

direction of Slattery, who in tum recruited
Jane Fisher, Dave Roberts, Bob Weltman and
Steve Wilson for his project team. The team
has been putting together an evaluation
and will then recommend a solution to the
problem of outdated and inflexible finan
cial systems.
The finance system is actually made up of
several components. Currently under
consideration for replacement are the general
ledger system, which is really the core of the
corporation's financial accounting and
reporting function; the payroll/personnel
system, which, in addition to producing
paychecks, also keeps up with reporting
requirements for and information on
employees; the fixed assets system, which
maintains accounting records on all of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's equipment;
and the accounts payable/purchasing system,
which generates disbursements to outside
vendors for corporate purchases.
Also under evaluation is the company's cost
and budget system, which forecasts, captures
and reports the operating expenses of the
organization. Slattery points out that now that
the Florida Plan is a taxable entity, maintain
ing financial records and keeping more
explicit documentation will be a top priority.
"The systems developed in the past have been
developed for a not-for-profit health insur
ance company," he says, "and don't include a
lot of the information capabilities that we
now need."
Llke the Claims System Evaluation Project
Team, Slattery's team has been interviewing
users in order to document present financial
information needs. The results of these
interviews should also help the team to
anticipate future information requirements
which the current system will not meet. The
team members must also make sure that the
link-up between the new system and existing
systems is a smooth one.
One definite requirement of a new system
is flexibility. Says team member Bob Weltman,
"There is a going assumption that the
business will be changing rapidly and
somewhat unpredictably. That tells us that we
need a system in which we can very easily
rearrange structures, in which we can sort
information and pull out various data. Also,
we have a pretty complicated reporting
structure, and at any time one of the entities
to whom we report may change its report
ing requirements."
The team is planning to complete its
evaluation early in 1987 and to begin a
sequential implementation around the middle
of the year.
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Cla,ims System Evaluation Project:

The Future in Claims Proce�ing
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>rings evaluations and recommendations from
'lJO corporate projects in the Systems area.
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T

he exciting thing about a project of
this type," says Spero Saxon,
corporate systems project director,
"is that we can help the corporation identify
the business requirements for claims process
ing in the future and to find the best systems
solutions for those needs."
Saxon adds, ''We recognize that our
business has undergone tremendous change
since the time our current systems were
implemented and continues to change at a
rapid pace. To meet the needs of the custo
mers and position ourselves ahead of the
competition, we must seek new and crea
tive ways to meet future demands on
claims administration."
With the assistance of Jackie Adkins, Judy
Myrick, Gerry Sanchez and Tessa Warnock,
Saxon is heading up the Claims System
Evaluation Project. He admits that there is a
certain amount of skepticism within the
organization as to whether or not his group
can create something tangible or whether
they are conducting "just another study." If
the company has yet to produce a new claim
system that supports the company's changing
business environment, he says, it's because
the strategic homework necessary to
understand the long-range needs of the
corporation isn't finished.
"However," Saxon adds, "now that most
strategic plans have been finalized, the vision
and direction are much clearer. This permits
us to begin building a system that will meet
the long-term needs of the company."
Members of the project team have been
interviewing people throughout the
corporation's different divisions that use data
coming out of the claims process. The
interviews were necessary to ensure that
individuals communicated both current and
future needs.
"Our biggest problem now is NOT that we
have claims systems that don't pay claims
correctly," Saxon says. "It is that we don't
have the information as a corporation to make
business decisions at all levels. Right now,
service is information. Information is what
will posture us for long-term success. And
right now we don't have the information it's fragmented."
According to Saxon, although a lot of
people in the company think his team is
building a claim system in support of PBO,
many areas within the corporation will
benefit from the new system. For example,
the lack of automated systems has not

Medtcal Dtvtston employees
Betty Smtth and Arlene
Johnston are two of many
partictpants in the annual
Christmas party held Jor
children at Reynolds Lane
Elementary School.

Plan Hosts Children's Christlllas Party

0

n December 19, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida put on a
Christmas party for 89
children from the Intensive
English Language Instruction
program at Reynolds Lane
Elementary School. Although
most of the children were
from Cambodia, there were
also children from Haiti,
Laos, Vietnam, Hungaiy and
the Philippines present.
This was the fourth year
that Plan employees put
together a party for children
from the school. Both indivi
duals and departments spon
sored children by giving
them gifts of clothing
and toys.
In turn the children
entertained the gathering
with a program designed
around the theme of brother
hood. One of the key songs

sung by the children was
"Let There Be Peace on Earth."
Said Arlene Johnston, who
has helped organize the party
for the past four years, "The
individual attention that the
children receive on this day
is as important to them as
the gifts they get. Sometimes
it seems that they are slow to
respond to the presents; in
fact, they are usually back at
school before they realize
that they actually have
received GIFTS.''
Johnston added that
organizing the party is like
"dropping a stone into a
pond - the ripples continue
to spread." Some employees
carry on the spirit of the
Christmas party by helping
out needy families and by
contributing cash.
"It's an overwhelming
experience, both to the

sponsors and organizers and to
the children," said Johnston.
In addition to the home
office's Christmas
community project, various
branch offices around the
state also contribute to
Christmas activities in their
communities. For example,
employees in the Ft.
Lauderdale district office
contributed personal items
for stocking stuffers for
teenagers at Covenant
House, a temporary home for
runaways. The St. Petersburg
and West Palm Beach district
offices actively support the
Toys for Tots programs in
their communities. Individ
uals in the Ft. Myers district
office are involved in Christ
mas projects directed by the
Jaycees and by ABATE of
Florida, Inc.
3

OT Broadc__ ts Fun for All
T

he 1986 Toys for Tots
Variety Show was
held on December 12
and 13 in the Little Theater
of the Jacksonville Civic
Auditorium.
This year's show was
presented as a live radio
broadcast from WTOT, Toys
for Tots Radio; the individual
acts and cast numbers
blended many time periods
and locations. In addition to
a backstage crew "of
thousands," approximately
80 employees appeared in
the show.
"When we put together
this show," said co-director
Diane Kirkland, "something
magic happens. By day the
participants may be claims
examiners or managers or
analysts, but on the nights of
the show they turn into very
talented performers. Techni
cally, we may be amateurs,
but we look at the show as a
professional commitment to
do our very best."
And in that attempt, these
dedicated and talented
"amateurs" succeeded!
To match names with
faces, turn to page 8.
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Claims System Evahmtion Project:

The Future in Claims Proce�ing

____ e

1987 brings evaluations and recommendations from
two corporate projects in the Systems area.
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''

T

he exciting thing about a project of
this type," says Spero Saxon,
corporate systems project director,
"is that we can help the corporation identify
the business requirements for claims process
ing in the future and to find the best systems
solutions for those needs."
Saxon adds, "We recognize that our
business has undergone tremendous change
since the time our current systems were
implemented and continues to change at a
rapid pace. To meet the needs of the custo
mers and position ourselves ahead of the
competition, we must seek new and crea
tive ways to meet future demands on
claims administration."
With the assistance of Jackie Adkins, Judy
Myrick, Gerry Sanchez and Tessa Warnock,
Saxon is heading up the Claims System
Evaluation Project. He admits that there is a
certain amount of skepticism within the
organization as to whether or not his group
can create something tangible or whether
they are conducting "just another study." If
the company has yet to produce a new claim
system that supports the company's changing
business environment, he says, it's because
the strategic homework necessary to
understand the long-range needs of the
corporation isn't finished.
"However," Saxon adds, "now that most
strategic plans have been finalized, the vision
and direction are much clearer. This permits
us to begin building a system that will meet
the long-term needs of the company."
Members of the project team have been
interviewing people throughout the
corporation's different divisions that use data
coming out of the claims process. The
interviews were necessary to ensure that
individuals communicated both current and
future needs.
"Our biggest problem now is NOT that we
have claims systems that don't pay claims
correctly," Saxon says. "It is that we don't
have the information as a corporation to make
business decisions at all levels. Right now,
service is information. Information is what
will posture us for long-term success. And
right now we don't have the information it's fragmented."
According to Saxon, although a lot of
people in the company think his team is
building a claim system in support of PBO,
many areas within the corporation will
benefit from the new system. For example,
the lack of automated systems has not
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Plan Hosts Children's Christinas Party

0

n December 19, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida put on a
Christmas party for 89
children from the Intensive
English Language Instruction
program at Reynolds lane
Elementary School. Although
most of the children were
from Cambodia, there were
also children from Haiti,
Laos, Vietnam, Hungary and
the Philippines present.
This was the fourth year
that Plan employees put
together a party for children
from the school. Both indivi
duals and departments spon
sored children by giving
them gifts of clothing
and toys.
In tum the children
entertained the gathering
with a program designed
around the theme of brother
hood. One of the key songs

sung by the children was
"Let There Be Peace on Earth."
Said Arlene Johnston, who
has helped organize the party
for the past four years, "The
individual attention that the
children receive on this day
is as important to them as
the gifts they get. Sometimes
it seems that they are slow to
respond to the presents; in
fact, they are usually back at
school before they realize
that they actually have
received GIFTS."
Johnston added that
organizing the party is like
"dropping a stone into a
pond - the ripples continue
to spread." Some employees
carry on the spirit of the
Christmas party by helping
out needy families and by
contributing cash.
"It's an overwhelming
experience, both to the

sponsors and organizers and to
the children," said Johnston.
In addition to the home
office's Christmas
community project, various
branch offices around the
state also contribute to
Christmas activities in their
communities. For example,
employees in the Ft.
Lauderdale district office
contributed personal items
for stocking stuffers for
teenagers at Covenant
House, a temporary home for
runaways. The St. Petersburg
and West Palm Beach district
offices actively support the
Toys for Tots programs in
their communities. Individ
uals in the Ft. Myers district
office are involved in Christ
mas projects directed by the
Jaycees and by ABATE of
Florida, Inc.

Task Force Addresses Child Care Needs

W

hen a recent
comprehensive
survey of local
child care agencies found
them unwilling to extend
their hours to Saturdays, a
Baby Sitters Task Force was
created in Medicare B
Written Communications.
The Task Force found the
local agencies reluctant to
extend their hours even
when guaranteed a certain
number of Saturdays and a
certain number of children,
so its members then devel
oped a list of people willing
to take care of children
for employees who had to
work overtime.
Said Winnette Sandlin,
supervisor in Medicare B
Communications, "Not
everybody has a relative or
friend who can keep
children on Saturdays. So
we've tried to be flexible in

our overtime demands.
We're emphasizing produc
tion and trying to be creative
in the way we allow our
people to work their over
time. Unfortunately, we are
limited in the hours in which
our system is available to us."
Because of their concern
for present and future child
care needs of the area,
Sandlin and Correspondence
Analyst Cherie Angel
attended a Corporate Child
Care Options seminar last
September. Both women
indicated that the new ideas
and people present at the
seminar gave them added
insight into the corporate
child care problem.
"Corporate child care
involves a lot more than you
would guess from watching a
movie like 9 to 5," said
Angel. "For example, we
learned at the seminar that a

building has to be specially
zoned by the state for child
care, the facilities have
to be on or near a ground
floor and there has to be
an outside play area, to
name just a few of the
requirements. That gets
pretty complicated."
In addition to Sandlin and
Angel, Mitchell Akins, Patty
Buffington, Cindy Cawthon,
Theresa Hartman, Toni
Howard, Darlene Johnson
and Lauri Leroy served as
members of the Task Force.
Thanks to their efforts, about
a half-dozen individuals are
available to babysit for Med B
Communications employees
who work on Saturday.
According to Sandlin, close
to 200 people could possibly
benefit from the Task
Force's work

Etnployees to Get Help with Tax Forms

I

n 1987 all employees
will be required to fill
out a new employee
wage withholding form (W4). The new form, described
by the Internal Revenue
Service as "more complex"
than the previous one, was
developed in order to
mitigate substantial tax
overpayment and underpay
ment situations.
For employees who fail to
file a new W-4 form before
October 1, 1987, employers
must withhold income taxes
as if the employee claimed
only one withholding allow
ance for single employees or
two withholding allowances

for married employees.
According to IRS Commis
sioner Lawrence Gibbs,
''Waiting too late in the tax
year to make a withholding
adjustment may bring peo
ple up short, and that can
be painful."
The Florida Plan is sched
uling "Form W-4 Work
shops" to assist employees in
filling out the new tax
withholding form. Tax
experts have indicated that
workers who do not itemize
deductions should basically
have no problem with the
new W-4 form, while
married couples who both
work and who itemize

deductions will have the
most complicated process to
go through.
Dennis Smith, manager of
Cash Disbursements, said
that although it is the em
ployee's responsibility to
complete the new W-4 form,
the company is devoting con
siderable effort to assisting
employees in completing the
forms correctly and on time.
''We encourage all employ
ees to file their W-4 forms
early in the year," he said.
"That way, they can avoid
potential tax problems due
to improper withholding."

stopped the implementation of certain
programs from a marketing perspective, but it
has placed a burden on the departments
which have to administer such programs.
Attempting to administer them through
manual procedures risks errors and
dissatisfied customers. In the first quarter of
1987, the claims evaluation team will make
recommendations to the organization. They
will provide the corporation with a pictorial
view of the current claims environment,
identify strategies that are the driving forces
requiring change, and provide a
recommendation showing how a new system
can accommodate this change.
"Once we finalize our direction and a
corresponding model is presented that meets
the corporation's long-term business and
strategic needs," Saxon says, "a new system
will materialize in a timeframe that will
posture our company to meet the challenges
of change and competition."
Finance System Project:

Anticipating the Company's
Financial Information Needs

J

ohn Slattery, director of the Finance
System Project, sums up the project: "A
lot of what goes on in Financial Opera
tions may not appear to affect individuals
in the corporation on a day-to-day basis, but
our project will affect the entire company
through more informed decision-making. This
is really a corporate improvement project."
According to Slattery, for several years it
has been apparent to key users of financial
information that the corporation needs to
examine the possibility of replacing its major
financial transaction systems.
"The problem we face in attempting to
develop a new system," says Slattery, "is that
the company is changing as a business and
becoming more diversified. We are forming
either market segments or subsidiary
companies - some of which have their own
financial information and develop their own
financial processes."
Slattery says that the company hasn't been
able to keep up with the times using its
current software, which not only is between
10- and 15-years-old, but also is very costly to
maintain. Also contributing to the finance
systems' burden is the fact that as the
business continues to change, it is necessary
to continue to adapt systems to meet
changing business needs.
Early in 1986, the Finance System Project
became a corporate project under the

direction of Slattery, who in turn recruited
Jane Fisher, Dave Roberts, Bob Weitman and
Steve Wilson for his project team. The team
has been putting together an evaluation
and will then recommend a solution to the
problem of outdated and inflexible finan
cial systems.
The finance system is actually made up of
several components. Currently under
consideration for replacement are the general
ledger system, which is really the core of the
corporation's financial accounting and
reporting function; the payroll/personnel
system, which, in addition to producing
paychecks, also keeps up with reporting
requirements for and information on
employees; the fixed assets system, which
maintains accounting records on all of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's equipment;
and the accounts payable/purchasing system,
which generates disbursements to outside
vendors for corporate purchases.
Also under evaluation is the company's cost
and budget system, which forecasts, captures
and reports the operating expenses of the
organization. Slattery points out that now that
the Florida Plan is a taxable entity, maintain
ing financial records and keeping more
explicit documentation will be a top priority.
"The systems developed in the past have been
developed for a not-for-profit health insur
ance company," he says, "and don't include a
lot of the information capabilities that we
now need."
Like the Claims System Evaluation Project
Team, Slattery's team has been interviewing
users in order to document present financial
information needs. The results of these
interviews should also help the team to
anticipate future information requirements
which the current system will not meet. The
team members must also make sure that the
link-up between the new system and existing
systems is a smooth one.
One definite requirement of a new system
is flexibility. Says team member Bob Weltman,
"There is a going assumption that the
business will be changing rapidly and
somewhat unpredictably. That tells us that we
need a system in which we can very easily
rearrange structures, in which we can sort
information and pull out various data. Also,
we have a pretty complicated reporting
structure, and at any time one of the entities
to whom we report may change its report
ing requirements."
The team is planning to complete its
evaluation early in 1987 and to begin a
sequential implementation around the middle
of the year.

''RIGHT NOW,
SERVICE IS
INFORMATION.
INFORMATION IS
WHAT WIU
POSTURE US FOR
LONG-TERM
SUCCESS. "
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Left to right: John Parsons,
Mark Stelmacber, Elaine Riegler,
Ann Gregory, Chuck McMillin,
Greg Pascoe, Cheryle Taylor,
Debra MacClennan, Jobn
Bookstaver

T

he 1 986 volleyball
tournament was held
November 1 . Travis
Bullard's team won the
Division I playoffs and the
team captained by John Lee
won in Division II. Over 250
people participated in the
1 986 volleyball league.
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Variety Show- Photos
Top Row:

Middle Row:

Bottom Row:

1. Co-directors Aloma Bennett
and Diane Kirkland

1. David 'Pee Wee Herman"
Hayes, Ray 'Toga Animal"
Bodden

1. Cast Dance: (back row) Patsy
Lauramore, Mary Beth White,
Sandy Litz, Nancy Brackett;
(front row) Sissy Browning,
Susan Barnes

2. Zeke and Elmer: Dan Fisher
and Randy Horn
3. Out of Controlbots: (back
row) Charlotte Tayl.orJones,
June Tayl.or Wtlliams, Gale
Tayl.or Wtlliams; (front row)
Krystal-Gale Tayl.or Wtlliams,
Ivan Cedric Taylor Wtlliams
4. Dancing Ducks: Barbara
Mitchell, Debbie Sheffield
5. Cast Dancers: (standing)
Bonnie Blaess, La Tanya Hooks,
Debbie Hopkins, Allison Rose,
Kathy Robinson; (kneellng) Sara
Johnson, Barbara Mitchell

8

2. Aerobicists: Deborah
Chandler, Vickie Bragg, Cindy
Trifiletti
3. Sports Report: (standing)
AJoma Bennett, Don Tuell, Diane
Kirkland; (kneeling) Mimi
Underwood, Linda Roberts,
Sandy Litz, Sara Johnson
4. Sound Effects:Joyce Coker,
Anna Tyner, Tina Henault

5. Frank 'Jake Blues" Giordano,
Jim ''Elwood Blues" Grt91

2. Hal 'Jim McMahon"
Markowitz, Clay ''DonJohnson"
Robertson
3. Gumby and Friends: Linda
Roberts, Donna Moore, Denise
Orr, Billy "Gumhy"Jones

4.

Money, Money: TomJohnston,
Tina Henauk

5. Sports Report: (standing)
Sissy Browning, Janet Tuell,
Susan Barnes, Mary Beth White;
(kneeling) Donna Moore, Patsy
Lauramore, Denise Orr

Cover: Over 100 Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida employees
participated in the 1 2th
annual Toys For Tots
Variety Show - and not
all of them were in front
of the curtain. Pictured are members of
the tireless backstage crew. First row: Judy
Brazile, Debbie Barbee, Bonnie Blaess;
second row: Danny Palladino, Debbie
Hopkins, Myrna Vickery, Noelle Pickett;
third row: Ruth Thigpen, Donna Guy,
Bob Blaess; fourth row: Bob Mahoney,
Bob Carter, Therese Ciffarelli. Photo by
Bob Hughes.
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